When creating the weekend activity schedule, we try to include a number of free activities. However, as we all know, there are events that your son would like to join in with that do have entrance fees etc. In a non-boarding family situation such events might be funded outside a son’s normal allowance. Some boarders find it difficult to budget the allowance given to them by parents.

You can nominate the maximum amount that you authorise your son to spend on excursions per year. He can then apply to attend excursions to the maximum value of the nominated amount. He can go beyond this amount if he is prepared to spend part of his allowance from you by paying any extra amount owing in cash prior to the date of the excursion which causes him to exceed the nominated total.

Deputy Heads of Houses will record on this form the events attended and their cost and bill you for the total amount he has incurred. Details of expenses can be obtained from the Deputy Heads of Houses, who record all information from expenses slips on a spread sheet.

Student Name: ________________________  Year: _______

I authorise my son to spend to a maximum of

$0 (service not required)  $100  $150  $200  $250  $300

I have circled the amount I will allow my son to spend on excursions this year. I accept I will be billed for the total cost he incurs up to the maximum I have indicated above.

Signed: ______________________________  Date:__________